Infor Cloverleaf

Infor Cloverleaf Global Monitor
Reduce risk of errors and downtime
When you’re dealing with critical healthcare data systems, an undetected data delivery error can have an
irreversible effect on patient outcomes. You can stay in control of your organization’s Infor™ Cloverleaf®
environments with Infor Cloverleaf Global Monitor, which provides proactive, web-based monitoring and alerting,
SMAT message tracing, and viewing and trending of statistics and metadata.
With Global Monitor, you won’t get caught off-guard with unknown system interruptions. You’ll be able to track
and help control your Infor Cloverleaf and Secure Courier remotely-connected environments—throughout all Infor
Cloverleaf sites—within a single web browser. You can even monitor your Infor Cloverleaf system while on the go,
using your mobile device with the Global Monitor Mobile app.

Key benefits

Gain better management

As the volume of messages increase, and additional
data sources are continuously added to your
organization’s integration environment, you need to
prevent service disruptions. With Global Monitor, you
get proactive alerts and transparent interaction for all of
your Infor Cloverleaf environments for quick error
identification and resolution. You’ll benefit from:

Take the challenges out of managing a single or
multi-site Infor Cloverleaf environment with Global
Monitor. A single Infor Cloverleaf administrator can
manage an entire Infor Cloverleaf environment through
Global Monitor’s web interface and customizable
views. The solution displays a snapshot of your
integrated environment, whether within or outside your
facility, by providing the current status of all Infor
Cloverleaf instances for a single organization or
domain, so you can quickly see what’s going on. With
Global Monitor, you get:
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Comprehensive, real-time monitoring of single or
multiple Infor Cloverleaf systems
24/7 remote administration of Infor Cloverleaf sites
and processes
Automated email alerts that allow you to proactively
manage your Cloverleaf environment
Shorter error-resolution time with SMAT
message tracing
Data analysis of message stats and historical trends
Greater resource utilization with multisite,
user-defined monitoring views
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Infor Cloverleaf Global Monitor

A dashboard API to create custom widgets for
graphical monitoring displays
A RESTful web service API for retrieving Cloverleaf
status and statistics
Drag-and-drop widget management for
customizable views and dashboard layout
Trace data messages to help you determine the
problem with source messages
The ability to retransmit messages, step-by-step,
back to the point of error
Historical data you can capture, graph, and trend to
determine abnormal activity
User-assigned authentication for accessing and
viewing stats and metadata

■

■

Web and mobile access for Android®, iPhone®,
iPad®, and iPod Touch®
Views of message metadata captured in Infor
Cloverleaf Message Warehouse

Get more information now
Whether your organization is responsible for managing
one instance of Infor Cloverleaf, or multiple instances,
Infor Cloverleaf Global Monitor provides the flexibility to
manage your environments through a single,
web-based point of entry. Thanks to Global Monitor’s
real-time alerts and 24/7, anywhere monitoring, you’ll be
able to proactively address any data flow
interruptions—from in front of a computer or on the go.
When you can quickly address data transmission errors,
and minimize their effects on patient care, you improve
patient safety.

Benefits
■

■

■

Manage your Cloverleaf environment through a
single, web-based point of entry.
Get real-time alerts and 24/7, anywhere monitoring
to proactively address data flow interruptions.
Minimize the effect of data transmission errors to
improve patient safety.

To find out more,
visit: www.infor.com/cloverleaf ›
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